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In recent years, with the development of global financial and economic 
integration, the linkage among global financial markets has been gradually 
strengthened. However, what with it accompanying is the deeply decreased financial 
stability, the growing infectiousness and destruction of financial risks, and frequent 
financial crisis. The problem of financial instability has become the focus of 
researchers and supervisors. Systematic research on this topic has important 
theoretical and realistic significance.   
On the basis of summarying and evaluating the domestic and foreign theoretical 
literature and empirical study, firstly, this paper updates the theoretical framework of 
Financial Conditions Index, includes the social financing scale, which reflects the 
credit situation, into the index system, and uses principal component analysis and 
impulse response analysis in constructing the Financial Conditions Index of China. 
The empirical results show that: the improved Financial Conditions Index perfectly 
meets with the performance of China's financial instability over the past ten years. 
Impulse response method stands out both in statistical test and practical test.  
Secondly, granger causality test is employed to explore lead-lag relationship 
between financial instability and macroeconomy. Also, this paper applies the quantile 
regression method to study the impact of financial instability on economy under 
different economic backgrounds. The results show that: Financial instability has a 
significant leading effect on macroeconomy. The fluctuation of financial system will 
soon be transmitted to inflation, while the react of macroeconomy will be clearly 
observed in the following 3-6 months. The instability of financial system can worsen 
the situation when macroeconomy suffers a strong shock and this impact is 
asymmetric “U” shaped. For macroeconomy, the impact of the financial instability is 
more obvious in times of economic contraction or recession, while on the contrary, 
the impact of financial volatility on inflation is more intense in times of high inflation 
Finally, based on the mixed data sampling model, this paper applies high 














prediction. The results show that: financial instability is useful to predict the 
economic output volatility. More unstable the financial environment is, more obvious 
the fluctuation in output will be. As a result, grasping the current situation of financial 
environment can help us make appropriate judgment on the macroeconomic trends in 
the subsequent 1-2 quarter. What’s more, the MIDAS model can provide a more 
accurate forecasting and performs significantly better than traditional models with the 
same frequency data, especially when extrapolated forecasting is carried out.  
Key Words: Financial Instability; Correlation Study; Economic Aggregates 
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要表现为：首先，资金流动性存在隐患。如 2013 年的“钱荒”、2016 年年初境
外人民币 Hibor 隔夜利率飙升等情况均使资金流动性迅速收紧；与此同时，商业
银行近年来不断拉响的不良贷款警报更是为此埋下了隐患。其次，人民币汇率波
动范围扩大。在 2015 年 8 月人民币汇率改革后，人民币汇率波动更为明显，特
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